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New People’s Army rebels ambushed two military vehicles 
May 13, 2017 in Laguna which resulted in a firefight that left 
five Philippine Army personnel and two civilians wounded. The 
ambush was initiated when a one of the two military vehicles 
set off a landmine while traversing the Cavinti-Luisiana road, 
in an area where a number of rebels were “prepositioned”. 
The military believes the clash was a continuation of an earlier 
encounter with insurgents in Lucban, Quezon.

Wounded in the skirmish were Sergeants Marvin Bagaboro, 
Zaldy Lebantino, Teejay Antonio, Jeff Ray Gatlabayan of the 
202nd Infantry Battalion, and Domingo Garcillas, a member 
of the Citizens Armed Force Geographical Unit. Two civilians 
whose identities were not immediately known were also hurt.

Military and NPA Rebels
Clash In Laguna

     -by Eric P. Nayon

    The Duterte 
government has 
recently imposed 
a deadline for 
a q u a c u l t u r e 
operators in Laguna 
de Bay, allowing 
them to harvest their 
stocks, before the 
involved government 
agencies finally clear 
the 90,000-hectare 
lake of fish pens.
     The dismantling 
operation of the fish 

pens shall be carried 
out by a special 
team composed 
of personnel from 
the Department of 
Environment and 
Natural Resources 
(DENR), Laguna 
Lake Development 
Authority (LLDA), 
Philippine Navy, 
Philippine Coast 
Guard and Philippine 
National Police.   
Dismantling will 

supposedly start in 
the Binangonan and 
Cardona sections of 
the lake which are 
within the province 
of Rizal.
     Amidst all 
this, however, a 
group of fish pen 
operators still went 
to Malacañang and 
made an effort to 
plea with officials 
and temper the 
g o v e r n m e n t ’ s 

clearing operations. 
But Environment 
U n d e r s e c r e t a r y 
Arturo Valdez, 
who heads the 
National Anti-
E n v i r o n m e n t a l 
Crime Task Force, 
said the government 
team is steadfast in 
its resolve to rid the 
lake of the unsightly 
and pollutive fish 
pens.
     “Ultimately, 

[we hope the lake 
is] cleared before 
the SONA (State 
of the Nation 
Address),” Valdez 
said. Operators 
who are delinquent 
in paying fees or 
whose structures 
went beyond the 
fishing zones will 
supposedly be the 
first ones to go.
     It was during 
President Duterte’s 
SONA, July last 
year, that he ordered 
the rehabilitation of 
Laguna de Bay by 
reducing fish pens 
and turning the lake 
into an ecotourism 
zone to benefit 
small fishermen 
and lakeside 
communities. An 
estimated 12,000 
hectares of the 
lake are reportedly 
swamped by fish 
pens that are owned 
by more or less 
300 individuals or 
companies. And 
according to the 

LLDA, a one-year 
fishing moratorium 
has actually already 
been issued since 
February this year, 
to give way to a 
group of experts 
who are reviewing 
the lake’s natural 
carrying capacity for 
aquaculture.
     Valdez said 
dismantling the long 
and heavy bamboo 
poles that segregated 
the fish pens was 
“costly and tedious,” 
especially in their 
current situation 
where they even have 
to do it manually. 
But even with the 
daunting task before 
them, Valdez said 
they will definitely 
push through with 
the objective.
     “Some may be 
thinking this is just 
some form of ningas 
cogon (but) we 
want to show them 
our determination,” 
Valdez added.
     To dismantle a 

50-hectare fish pen, 
the government will 
need to spend about 
P500,000 for boat 
rentals and labor 
costs, according 
to LLDA general 
manager Jaime 
Medina. Valdez 
said this was why 
the DENR was 
pushing for the 
use of mechanized 
equipment so as to 
hasten the clearing 
efforts. The costs are 
still being discussed 
with the Department 
of Budget and 
Management. But 
Valdez said,
     “Once we have that 
[cutter], [demolition] 
will be faster.”
     “In two months’ 
time, nothing will 
remain standing, 
everything [will be] 
shredded,” Valdez 
added.

Laguna de Bay Fish Pens to be Demolished Before SONA
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With an outpouring of support for the new 
Duterte administration, many Filipinos believe 
the Philippines is finally on the road to meaningful 
change and progress. Behind the cheers and confetti, 
however, a seemingly power-drunk new leader, while 

EDITOR THINKS
Becoming Fascists

basking in glorious popularity, has unwittingly conjured up a monster in the form 
of the anti-illegal drugs campaign, a beast blinded by bloodlust and currently on 
a frenzied warpath. Its victims: poor drug addicts.

     During the 2016 election campaign, Rodrigo Roa Duterte made a promise to 
bring revolutionary changes to Philippine society. One of these is to change the  
form of government to Federalism. But the way things are going, it’s looking 
more and more like an approach to Fascism.
      Tough-talking mayor-turned-president Rodrigo Duterte did compare himself 
to Adolf Hitler last September 2016, saying he wants to kill millions of drug 
addicts, just like Hitler killed Jews during the Holocaust. Of the estimated 3 
million drug-users in the country, Duterte said, “I’d be happy to slaughter them. 
At least, if Germany had a Hitler, the Philippines would have (me). You know 
my victims, I would like (them) to be all criminals, to finish the problem of my 
country and save the next generation from perdition”. And it seems he meant it.
      As of January 31, more than 7,000 Filipino citizens have already been killed 
by either the police in supposed legitimate encounters, or by unidentified gunmen 
that of whom in later findings turned out to be also policemen. In the wake of all 
the violence happening, local and international human rights groups and activists 
have denounced Duterte for “steamrolling the rule of law”. Human Rights 
watchdog Amnesty International, after thorough study, deemed the explosion of 
extrajudicial killings at the onset of the Duterte administration as ‘crimes against 
humanity’. The Catholic Church, too, has been busy protesting all the deaths 
resulting from Duterte’s drug war policy, while also expressing opposition to the 
administration’s plan to re-impose the death penalty on heinous crimes, which, 
incidentally, included drug-related offenses. Church leaders have come to regard 
the anti-drug campaign as a ‘reign of terror’. Even governments of other nations 
have criticized Duterte’s ‘war against drugs’ as one that is violent, flawed and 
haphazardly carried out. Incidentally, the anti-drug operations named Operation 
Tokhang involves a procedure wherein police go knocking door-to-door through 
the homes of drug suspects and conduct on the spot checks, reminiscent of the 
Gestapo, Nazi Germany’s secret police. 
 
Is the Philippine government turning fascist? Recent administrative 
developments may be pointing to red flags.
 
Increasing Pseudo-Nationalism
     Fascist leaders tend to use national symbols, patriotic mottos, and slogans 
to unite the public under them. Saluting the swastika, kneeling before the flag, 
or bowing before the masses as if venerating the nation, are actions done by 
narcissistic leaders that, in reality, subtly suggests, “Do as I do. Follow me. Bow 
to me, for I am the nation.” History tells us this is not real nationalism, but in fact 
a technique of self-glorifying leaders to command intense following among the 
public…right before they drag their nation to a war that will endanger many of 
their countrymen.

The symbol DU30, the 
president’s frequent 
bowing during public 
speeches where he ends 
up practically lambasting 
everybody, or when he 
proclaims how he loves 
the Filipino people, while 
letting thousands die in 
a bloody dragnet—are 
probably telltales. But 
selling out Philippine 
interests to a clear invader 
which is China, after 
evoking patriotic sentiments in booting out American foothold in the country, 
really shows how the nationalism is bogus.

Denial of Human Rights
     Fascist leaders are often paranoid because of fear of enemies or some sin that’s 
come to haunt them from the past. This personal insecurity tends to translate into 
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policy in their rule. It’s likely they will introduce extreme human-rights-violating 
measures as a public need early on in their regime while at the height of their 
popularity. The consequence is the promotion of indifference. People will tend 
to look the other way and generally approve of torture, extra-judicial killings, 
assassinations, and cruelly long and unjust incarcerations of political prisoners.

After brushing off 
as an absurd rumor 
the controversy 
about the existence 
of a Davao Death 
Squad, the newly 
installed Duterte 
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n , 
viciously went after 
Leila De Lima who 
investigated Duterte 
in the past about a 
series of summary 
killings that happened 
in Davao while he was 
still mayor. Meanwhile, dead bodies of drug suspects piled up everywhere, as 
if a National Death Squad had instead emerged from out of the blue. ‘I will kill 
you’, Duterte repeatedly warned drug offenders in his public speeches. Despite 
this, millions of Duterte supporters cheered him on and justified his bloody war 
on drugs. 
 
Identifying Menaces/Scapegoats to Unify Support
     Things get much easier for fascists to unite support for them if they, instead of 
highlighting different factions and opinions, conjure up a demon, a menace the 
society in general can commonly hate. Hyping up antipathy to a frenzy against 
a perceived national threat—be it a racial foe, an ethnic abomination, spiritual 
infidels, communists or terrorists—is a very efficient way to unify different allies 
who don’t really see eye to eye.

Is Duterte demonizing drug offenders the way Hitler did with Jews?
 
The Supremacy of the State Forces Over the Public
     Even in the face of public service failing across the board, fascists will still 
pour priority funding on the military and police to a vastly disproportionate ex-
tent, while neglecting departments that deliver citizen welfare. The police and 
military are glamorized, made invincible or immune from certain criminal and 
legal liabilities.
 
Crime and Punishment Mania
     Authoritarian regimes tend to give the police almost limitless power to en-
force laws. This results in a strange public mindset wherein the people are more 
than willing to overlook police abuses and even give up civil liberties in the name 
of patriotism.
 
Predominant Sexism
     Fascist governments are usually male-dominated and espouse traditional gen-
der roles. Misogyny is rife in the minds of those in the leadership.
Duterte’s public com-
ments on women has 
earned the ire of women’s 
groups.
 
False Propaganda and 
Disdain for Free Media
     Fascist regimes tend to 
control the media, whether 
directly or indirectly. 
Censorship is enforced. 
media content restricted. 
Legitimate media reports, 
especially those critical 
of government, are either 
condemned as lies or ridiculed as inaccurate and unprofessional.

While Duterte has al-
ways been blaming the 
media for not being able 
to interpret him correctly, 
his spokesperson Martin 
Andanar, a former me-
dia personality, is now at 
odds with media groups.

 
Rampant Corruption and Cronyism
     Fascist regimes are governed by groups of friends and associates who appoint 

each other to government positions and use governmental power and authority to 
protect their friends from accountability. In most cases, fascist leaders and their 
associates plunder in secret operations the national treasures and resources or sell 
out their country’s interests for personal gain.
     Still early in his term, and 
yet Duterte seems to be evasive 
already about the charge of 
Senator Antonio Trillanes 
that the president has hidden 
wealth, traced in an estimated 
P2.4 billion in transactions 
over 17 accounts in 3 banks. 
It’s a bold accusation, and will be hard to prove. But just looking at what has 
transpired in just a short time in his administration--burying Marcos on heroes’ 
ground, expediting the absolution of Gloria Arroyo, and the sudden anti-
prosecution sentiments about Janet Napoles--the Duterte administration seems 
quite sympathetic to the people accused of graft and corruption. Besides, after all 
the corrupt presidencies before Duterte, what are the chances that he is clean? 

Fraudulent Elections
     Elections in fascist nations are a complete sham or vastly manipulated by 
propaganda by the incumbent power. Sometimes, opposition candidates are even 
assassinated, or barred from candidacy by the incumbent’s allies in the legislative 
or judiciary. 
 Even the most 
pragmatic of our 
politicians claim there 
is widespread cheating 
in our elections. It’s 
an old story. What 
we have to watch out 
for, however, is the 
tendency now for the 
incumbent forces to 
boot out elected officials from their posts, particularly the ones not allied with 
the administration, as in the case of Vice President Robredo or with Senator De 
Lima. It’s also important to take note of how House Speaker Pantaleon Alvarez 
forcibly pressures members of congress to vote for the death penalty for grave 
crimes (where curiously the offense of plunder was stricken out of).
 
Religion and Government become one
     In fascist nations, religion is commonly used as an instrument to control public 
sentiments. Religious rhetoric is frequently used, and the government leaders 
who in many cases have a messianic complex project themselves as either a 
prophet, a godsend, if not God himself.
     Duterte may have repeatedly berated the Catholic Church and called out its 
clerics as hypocrites, and even lambasted the Pope. He asserted his authority as 
infallible over the Church and mocked the bishops, saying that if they wanted to 
help the Philippine situation, they must be willing “to go to Hell” with him. But 
one religious group is a known endorser of Duterte: the INC (Iglesia Ni Cristo). 
It’s two and a quarter million strong membership served as a bloc vote that may 
have won him the elections. In return, the INC has asked for the president’s 
intervention in its internal crisis which involved accusations of corruption and 
abuse within its leadership.

Protection of Oligarchs and Big Business
     Big business leaders and oligarchs are often the ones who finance a fascist 
leader’s campaign to power. Once in authority, the fascist leader in return grants 
favors to the rich supporters and their interests, thus creating a power elite that 
lords over the masses.
     While Duterte singled out Roberto Ongpin of Alphaland and PhilWeb 
corporations as a greedy oligarch detrimental to the nation, he admitted on the 
other hand that Marcos’ money, supposedly plutocratic wealth stolen from the 
people, funded his presidential campaign. Months later, he allowed the body of 
dictator Ferdinand Marcos to be buried in the place where heroes are laid to rest 
in honor.
 
Labor Power is Suppressed
     Because the organizing power of labor is the only real threat to a fascist 
government, labor unions are either eliminated entirely, or are severely suppressed.
     Duterte promised the Philippine labor force that he will end the exploitation of 
workers by big business through contractualization. Months after he announced 
this, no new law restricts the bad practice of worker exploitation, prompting labor 
group leaders to accuse Duterte of ‘double speak’. He is also poised to break 
another campaign promise to give a P2,000 across-the-board hike in the monthly 
pension of Social Security System (SSS), and so demoralizing its members. 
 
Contempt towards Higher Education and Intellectuals
     Fascists don’t really see the academia as important to the nation. It is not 
uncommon that professors and critics from the academe are censored or even put 
in jail in fascist regimes.
     Duterte openly spoke against the K-to-12 Program, saying many students 
might be better off taking up vocational courses. And though progressive youth 
and teachers groups welcomed the budgetary increase that is purposed to make 
tuition in state universities and colleges free, many scholars believe the proposed 
“voucher system” to be used actually privatizes the public education system.
 
     Perhaps, it’s still too early to tell. But it’s better to notice fascism while it is 
still in its formative stage, before the nation gets taken over by surprise like in a 
blitzkrieg. Fascism rules by deceit, making the public think that it’s methods and 
measures are for the people and the common good of the nation, when in reality 
it’s direct effect is an ever widening gap between the leadership and the citizenry. 
It often wears the mask of  a people’s government, a true democracy, a populist 
regime. But its ideals and ends are truly different from these.
      It was the mistake of the Germans to allow the gradual diminution to a 
subordinate position—where they soon found themselves in the grip of fascism; 
where their nation’s fate was deliberated in secret by the few;  where the majority 
of them were made to believe lies and react to phantom fears; and where they had 
only the choices of either to follow the dictates of a megalomaniac tyrant…or die. 
      We, Filipinos, made this mistake too...before the EDSA Revolution. Let us not 
make the same mistake again.



You’ve got to rest a while and prepare 
yourself in order to find out how different one 
chicken recipe is from  the rest of those served 
via fast food and by many other mainstream 
food providers.
     We’re talking about the vastly enjoyable 
culinary ingenuity known as inasal. Like 
many successful recipes, inasal, traditionally, 
was passed on from generation to generation. 
And this particular inasal variety of Bacolod 
Chk-N-BBQ House seems to have the staying 
power of the pedigree. To this day, it is still 
genuinely the original inasal from Bacolod, as 
introduced in 1976 by the Bernabe family.

Bacolod Chk-N-BBQ House: Why Their BBQs Top The List
-by Megg Borja
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     Mr. JV Mercado, the comely Store 
Manager of the Bacolod Chk-N-BBQ House in 
Crosstown Mall, along Santa Rosa - Tagaytay 
Road, exuded with much confidence about their 
products, and simply flashed a feel-at-ease 
welcoming  smile as he proceeded to explain 
how Bacolod Chk-N-BBQ House’s chicken 
is meticulously worked through to achieve 
that distinct taste for which the establishment 
became famous for.

     For one, JV says “it is not hurriedly prepared”. 
The marinated inventory is delivered at the 
branch. The formula, of course is uniform 
throughout all branches as is true for franchised 
food stores. “Annatto” or “achuete” is 
the trademark ingredient that renders its unique 
flavor to the recipe. But to arrive at that winning 
taste, a bit of patience is required through 
some wait. JV enthused smilingly that they do 
“appreciate their customers for their patience”. 
As in fine dining, you’ve got to pay a little time, of 
course, and incidentally waiting is not so much 
of a chore, due to some ambient music played 
in the store.
     The place is actually conducive for bonding 
of family or friends, and while at it perhaps have 
a chat on Filipino food and culture. The put-
together narrow but thick wood planks at the 
base of the ordering counter stamps a native 
character and would do the mood some good.
     Bacolod Chk-N-BBQ House’s chicken certainly 
has its own merits. The smell is not cluttered but 
just speaks of well done grilled chicken meat 
which is pleasant in itself. It is not fatty. There 
is no brushed oil cosmetic appeal. The thin skin 
of the chicken is well integrated into the meat 
and so you hardly notice it and enjoy it together 
with the lean chicken meat. There is harmony 
of flavor as you chew and savor, which is the 
best part of this gastronomic experience. Just 
looking at the chicken, one would surmise 
that the lot used for the recipe is among those 
purposely raised for this particular food joint. In 
other words, the chickens must have had the 
correct feeding formula for contract growers to 
achieve certain qualities as to leanness and 
other desired characteristics that make them 
palatable on the table.

     The modest bowl of soup served with the 
value meals is actually from the stock of another 
Bacolod Chk-N-BBQ House favorite, the La Paz 
Batchoy. Mind you, the place isn’t just loved for 
their inasal. There is quite an impressive range 
of Filipino comfort foods that’s picked from the 
menu daily by loyal patrons, including molo 
soup, kare- kare, sinigang, sisig, pusit (which 
JV confessed as his favorite) and bangus. 
Pinoy desserts? Of course...from halo-halo to 
leche flan, and even some native refreshments 
like sago gulaman.

     At the particular branch in Crosstown Mall, 
there are others stuff for sale displayed on the 
ground floor, like chocolate powder for breakfast, 
chicken oil and  crunchy snacks that could whet 
ones appetite just by looking at them, and other 
such food items.

     The place can also cater to parties. The first 
floor can seat more than 20 people. The second 
floor has almost double the ground floor area for 
a roughly 40 - seat capacity and would be ideal 
for a small close family and friends reception 
or bonding. Bacolod Chk-N-BBQ House also 
serves beer-all you can for a modest 300 PHP. 
As for food orders, nowadays, if you catch the 
offer, there is 50 percent discount for your order 
from 1:30 to 5:00 pm.
   The kitchen staff and the servers have that 
genuine goodwill smile and courtesy to welcome 
the clients and make them stay for more. 
Relaxed and peaceful dining awaits everyone 
here. And, chances are, you’ll want to come 
back again... and again.
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You’ve Got Baked
In Laguna Belair 2, Santa Rosa, 
Laguna, a trendy cafe named 
You’ve Got Bake offers quite some 
hearty meals that seem spawned 
from a super creative mind. The 
Club Sandwich or the Chicken 
Salad Sandwich are filling enough 
as they are pretty, and even nicer 
when downed with a cold glass of 
Raspberry Juice or Calamansi 
Juice.

Club Sandwich

Chicken Salad Sandwich

Raspberry Juice

     Stuffing the stomach, however, may be a 
purpose harbored by the starved. True food 
romantics will easily spot the display of assorted 
cupcakes at the place, and see in this an almost 
forbidden, self-indulgent orchestra of sweet 
edible accompaniment for a memorable finale.

1st Colonial- Tagaytay

On a chilly, foggy day in Tagaytay, 1st 
Colonial at the Ground Floor of Magallanes 
Square Hotel, offers a real treat: Php200* 
for a bowl of bulalo soup, which can 

be good for 2 for 
moderate eaters (plus 
the soup is refillable).

     1st Colonial is also 
dubbed the “Home of 
the original Sili Ice 
Cream” from Bicol, 
boasting some unique 
ice icream flavors, 
Bicol cuisine, and 
Tagaytay’s Bulalo & 
Bangus.
 
* Rate indicated here 
is true at least during 
the time of posting.

Concha’s Garden Cafe, Cliffhouse Tagaytay

Having a very minimal breakfast (ensaymada and brewed coffee) 
at Concha’s Garden Cafe, Cliffhouse Tagaytay, can be such a treat, 
especially  in a cold morning. It brings up a gentle reminder that the 
simplest of pleasures are sometimes the best. 

Calamansi Juice
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Acacia Waldorf School Jams with Superstars in LOVE FOR REAL

Acacia Waldorf School held 
LOVE FOR REAL a musical 
presentation last February 25, 2017 
at the Insular Life Corporate 
Center Auditorium in Filinvest 
City, Alabang. A celebration of 
Love and music, Love For Real 
featured the Acacia Waldorf 
School Orchestra and Choir, and 
some musical superstars, namely 
Sharon Cuneta, Lea Salonga and 
Bamboo.

elements of choreography, voice 
and song. Through their interplay 
with the students, Lea, Bamboo 
and Sharon became one with the 
eurythmists students on stage, 
allowing a more profound and 
genuine expression, which at that 
time was centered on love.
     In fact, the musical superstars 
who highlighted the event even 
professed how eurythmy and 
Waldorf Education in general, 
aren’t just unique methods of 
training, but are actually very 
effective pedagogically. Sharon 
described how Waldorf Education 
is truly child-friendly, as it nurtures 
the mind, body and soul of students, 
preparing them for whatever 
challenges the future may bring.
     Formed from the ideas of Steiner, 
a philosopher and a social thinker, 
Waldorf Education manifests as a 
social impulse to renew education 
and to improve society through a 
more personal, more balanced, and 
appropriate development of the 
human being.Waldorf education 
might just turn out to be the 
strongest answer to the gaping 
imbalance that humanity currently 
stares at dumbfounded, for it starts 
with a genuine love of life, self, and 
creation. It is in all sense, love for 
real.

www.acaciawaldorfschool.com

     Love For Real, at first glance, 
may seem like a star-studded 
musical production by a school. It, 
however, was a lot more than that.
     It was primarily a demonstration 
of Acacia Waldorf School students’ 
musical skills, near the culmination 
of the school year, to celebrate what 
they have assimilated. At the same 
time, it was a fund-raising event 
meant to augment the school’s 
community development efforts. 
But more importantly, Love For 
Real was the actualization of the 
students’ expression, in line with a 
particular course taken up by the 
school called Eurythmy.
     Eurythmy is an expressive 
movement art originated by Rudolf 
Steiner, the founder of Waldorf 
Education, together with Marie 
von Sivers, in the early 20th 
century. Primarily a performance 
art, eurythmy is also used in 

education, particularly in Waldorf 
schools. It is also considered a part 
of anthroposophic medicine, for 
therapeutic purposes.
     The word eurythmy has 
Greek roots, and means beautiful 
or harmonious rhythm. The 
eurythmist’s movement repertoire 
relate to the sounds and rhythms 
of speech, to the tones and beat 
of the soul, and the harmony of 
experiences, as joy and sorrow.

     Once these fundamental repertoire 
of elements are understood, they 
can be made into free artistic 
expressions.
     The eurythmist also nurtures a 
feeling for the qualities of straight 
lines and curves, the directions 
of movement in space (forward, 
backward, up, down, left, right), 
contraction and expansion, and 
color. The element of color is also 
emphasized in the art, through 
the costumes and the wearing of 
archetypal colors on fabrics that 
accentuate movements and bodily 
form
     Sometimes called “visible music” 
or “visible speech”, eurythmy’s 
purpose is to bring, with a musical 
piece, the artists’ expressive 
movement and both the performers’ 
and audience’s feeling experience 
into harmony. Steiner actually 
described it as an “art of the soul”.

 
     Most eurythmy today is 
performed to classical music pieces 
or poetry or narratives. Sometimes 
silent pieces are also performed.
 
Eurythmy with Music
     Eurythmy with music is called tone 
eurythmy. The three main elements 
of music (melody, harmony and 
rhythm) are all expressed whenever 
this is performed. The melody 
is chiefly conveyed through the 
expression of its rise and fall, with 
specific pitches and intervallic 
qualities accompanying. Harmony 
is expressed through movement 
between tension and relaxation, 
as expressions of dissonance and 
consonance, and between the more 
inwardly directed minor mood and 
the outwardly directed major mood. 
Rhythm is chiefly conveyed through 
more energetic and more contoured 
movements for quick notes, slower, 
dreamier movements for longer 
notes; in addition, longer tones move 
into the more passive (listening) 
back space, quicker tones into the 
more active front space. Breaths 
or pauses are expressed through 
a larger or smaller movement in 
space, providing new impulse to 
what comes after. Beat is conveyed 
by accentuating downbeats, or 
beats upon which stress is normally 
placed. Beat is mostly regarded as a 
subsidiary factor. 
     Love For Real featured artists 
who understand the balance of the 



 The City of Santa Rosa has 
another accolade to include to its 
long list of recognitions as it received 
the “Safe Haven Award” from The 
Manila Times Philippine Model 
Cities held at the New World Manila 
Bay Hotel last May 11, 2017.

     The Safe Haven Award is in 
recognition of the city’s peace 
and order programs and situation.  
Representing Mayor Danilo Ramon 
Fernandez during the awards rites is 
City Administrator Manuel Alipon.
     Administrator Alipon received 
the award from The Manila Times 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Dante Francis Ang II and Chief 
Operating Officer Blanca Mercado.
     The Manila Times Philippine Model 
Cities aims to recognize effective 
and innovative local governance that 
improves the quality of life and makes 
local business environments friendlier.
     Bacolod City was named Top 
Philippine Model City while other 
awardees included Batangas, Davao, 
General Santos, Laoag, Mandaluyong, 
Naga, Parañaque, Quezon, San 
Fernando, Tagaytay, and Zamboanga.
     Other categories in the awards are 
Rest and Recreation, Research and 
Development, Health and Education, 
Clean and Green, Road and Home, 
Livelihood and Employment, Youth 
and Elders, Tax and Services, 
Emergency / Disaster Preparedness.

 CITY OF SANTA ROSA RECOGNIZED FOR BEING A SAFE HAVEN

Truly a Safe Haven
     Leaders of the City of Santa Rosa 
have always believed that a peaceful 
and orderly community is an indication 
of a well-developed city. This is why 
the City Government had always 
made efforts to work with and provide 
support to the Philippine National 
Police and other peacekeeping officers 
to ensure that its residents, locators and 
visitors are safe.
      The major focus of the city now is 
on its anti-drugs campaign.
    On January 14 of this year, the city 
formally opened its rehabilitation 
center, the first ever local government 
unit-operated rehabilitation center in 
the country.  Aptly called the Dangal 
ng Pagbabago Rehabilitation Center, 
Mayor Fernandez implemented this 
program as an immediate response 
to President Rodrigo Duterte’s call to 
address the need for a facility to help 
rehabilitate the drug dependents who 
voluntarily surrendered to the Police 
during the conduct of Operation 
Tokhang.  PNP Chief Director General 
Ronaldo “Bato” Dela Rosa graced 
the opening ceremonies.
     “Ours is a city that is getting 
industrialized more and more each day, 
that is why peace and order is among 
our priorities to keep the investors 
coming in and to keep them to stay. We 

are committed to making Santa Rosa 
drug-free and we are in unity with the 
war against drugs of the President,” 
Mayor Fernandez said in an interview.
     “But ours is not only a fight against 
drug syndicate and the proliferation of 
illegal drugs.  Our fight is also to save 
lives – to ensure that drug dependents, 
who are victims of the illegal drug 
trade, are rehabilitated and be able to 
return to society,” he said.
     This is not the first award the city 
received related to peace and order.  
Awards from the PNP include the 
Best Component City Police Station 
for 2015, Best Police Station – 
Nationwide 2015, Outstanding Local 
Government Unit (LGU) of the Year 
2013, Best Police Station in 2010, 
2011 and 2013.
     Former mayor and now 
Congresswoman Arlene B. Arcillas 
also received awards in this sector 
during her administration. These 
include the Outstanding Local Chief 
Executive Regionwide and the Best 
Local Chief Executive –National 
Level. 
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Santa Rosa City Administrator Manuel 
Alipon received the Safe Haven Award 
from The Manila Times President and Chief 
Executive Officer Dante Francis Ang II 
(right) and Chief Operating Officer Blanca 
Mercado (left).

Awardees for The Manila Times Philippine Model Cities pose with The Manila Times President and CEO Dante Francis Ang II (rightmost) 
and COO Blanca Mercado (leftmost). Awardees include Bacolod City Mayor Evelio Leonardia (center) as the Top Philippine Model City. 
Special awards were received by Nunungan, Lanao de Norte Mayor Marcos Mamay, Marco Polo Davao General Manager Dottie Wurgler-
Cronin for Davao City, San Fernando, Pampanga Mayor Edwin Santiago, Batangas City Mayor Beverly Rose Dimacuha, Zamboanga 
City Mayor Isabel Climaco, Mandaluyong City Mayor Carmelita Abalos, General Santos Vice Mayor Shirlyn Nograles, Sta. Rosa City 
Administrator Manuel Alipon, Laoag City Mayor Chevylle Fariñas, Parañaque City Mayor Edwin Olivarez, Tagaytay City Planning Officer 
Carlos Zuñiga and Naga City Mayor John Bongat.
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